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Case Study:
Latest Pneumatic Controls Improves Edge Folding Machine

When Kimastle Corporation/Dager Systems (Chesterfi eld, MI) started 

looking for an updated control architecture for their new generation of Edge 

Folding machines, they had a vision – to elevate the industry standard for 

dimensional stability and adjustability while controlling costs. During their 

investigation of the controls market, Kimastle Corp./Dager Systems 

approached Balluff, a long-term sensor supplier. Balluff’s Distributed 

Modular I/O proved to be a perfect solution for their advanced Edge Folding 

machine. 

According to Moe VanPeteghem, Controls Manager for Kimastle Corp./

Dager Systems, “The modularity and expandability were top priorities. We 

have multiple tools that can be changed out as well future expansion 

requirements.” VanPeteghem continued, “However, these functional 

priorities cannot add to the cost of the machines.”

Balluff presented Kimastle Corp./Dager Systems with their expandable I/O solutions 

incorporating IO-Link as the core technology. This point-to-point technology is simple, 

fast and best of all, extremely cost effective. Within this technology is the unique 

ability to network pneumatic manifolds without adding additional nodes to the 

network. This technology allows a single Ethernet/IP node to expand its 

functionality without increasing the cost and complexity of adding network nodes. 

According to VanPeteghem, “The IO-Link technology was seamless. We didn’t even 

have to change our pneumatic manifold valves. We just kept the same manifold and 

used the IO-Link 25-D connectors tied back to the Ethernet/IP node.” 

With cost always a prime concern, attention was focused on lowering the 

cost to connect the pneumatic valve manifolds to the network. In their 

previous systems, Kimastle Corp./Dager Systems used either a network 

communications adaptor or parallel cables back to the PLC I/O. 

VanPeteghem stated, “We saved an average of $350 in hardware cost per 

manifold by eliminating the DeviceNet node adapters. This saved us $1,400 

per machine and we went from 14 DeviceNet nodes down to 6 Ethernet/IP 

nodes with this technology.”

In other machines, Kimastle Corp./Dager Systems used hardwired, 

parallel cables running back to the PLC. With the same hardware costs, 

VanPeteghem said, “We saved about 3 hours of labor using the IO-Link 

instead of hardwiring the valve banks, resulting in a labor savings of $150 

to $200 per valve bank.”

Enclosure space was also reduced by moving more I/O out of the cabinet and onto the machine. The low-cost I/O hubs were 

positioned close to the sensors, therefore reducing cable runs and allowing the status LED and the sensors to be seen 

together. According to Rob Houston, VP of Sales and Operation for Kimastle Corp./Dager Systems, “Ease of maintenance is 

a prime concern of our customers. Should anything happen to one of the sensors, this machine mount I/O allows 

maintenance people to quickly identify the issues and get production going much faster.”

Kimastle Corp./Dager Systems new generation of 
edge folding machines raise the bar for dimensional 
stability and adjustability

Balluff’s Distributed Modular I/O blocks, 
utilizing IO-Link, signifi cantly reduced 
network node counts

Balluff’s IO-Link pneumatic interface reduced 
pneumatic manifold costs by $350. Hardwired 
system shown in cut away
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The I/O hubs Kimastle Corp./Dager Systems used also included identifi cation data 

fi elds. This is used as a way to track the interchangeable tools to ensure proper 

machine setup. With multiple tools for each machine, it is essential to know that the 

correct tool is loaded for the intended job. According to Houston, “This set-up aide 

ensures we minimize change-over time for our customers, which is critical to 

maintaining their production schedules.”

Whether Kimastle Corp./Dager Systems was using networked valve manifold or 

hardwired I/O, by using Balluff’s Distributed Modular I/O solutions with IO-Link 

technology, they were able to signifi cantly reduce hardware and labor costs, while 

bringing fl exibility and expandability to their machines. 

Kimastle Corporation/Dager Systems 
Kimastle Corporation/Dager Systems is a full-service manufacturer and integrator of secondary machinery for a multitude of 

assembly applications. Kimastle Corp./Dager Systems brings nearly 30 years of experience as an innovative assembly solu-

tions manufacturer to the Defense, Aerospace and Ground industries with a primary focus on Engineering, Research and 

Development, and Robotic Integration.

Visit www.dagersystems.com for more information.

Balluff Inc.
Balluff Inc., the U.S. subsidiary of Balluff GmbH, Neuhausen, Germany, is a leading manufacturer of a wide range of inductive, 

photoelectric, capacitive and magnetic sensors as well as linear position transducers, Identifi cation systems, and full network 

solutions.  Balluff products for OEM and factory fl oor solutions are used to control, regulate, automate, assemble, position, 

and monitor manufacturing, assembly, and packaging sequences for industries including metalworking, automotive, plastics, 

material handling, wood processing, aerospace, electrical, and electronics.

For more information regarding Distributed Modular I/O IO-Link products from Balluff, visit www.balluff.us or contact Balluff at 

1-800-543-8390.

Balluff’s highly distributed IO-Link I/O hubs 
have integrated identifi cation bytes used to 
track interchangeable tooling


